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Lead in lipstick? 1,4 dioxane in baby soap?As doors slammed within their faces and the wonder
myth peeled aside, the industry’ Basic. How is this possible? The $35 billion cosmetics industry is
so powerful they’s largest cosmetics businesses to ask some rough questions:Why do companies
market themselves as pink ribbon leaders in the fight against breast cancer, yet make use of
hormone-disrupting and carcinogenic chemicals that may donate to that extremely disease?s toxic
secrets begun to emerge.ve kept themselves unregulated for many years.Why do products utilized
by men and women of childbearing age contain chemical substances linked to birth defects and
infertility? Coal tar in hair shampoo? Not really a Pretty Encounter chronicles the quest that led
several health and environmental activists to the world’ This scathing investigation peels aside less-
than-wonderful layers to expose a business in dire want of an extreme makeover. The good thing is
that as the major multinational companies fight for his or her to use hazardous chemicals, business
owners are developing safer non-toxic systems and building businesses on the ideals of wellness,
justice and personal empowerment.
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I learned a whole lot about the reason why and ways that ... I learned a lot about the reasons and
ways that the clean cosmetics alliance is fighting to help make the cosmetics sector enhance their
labels..Still, the publication has its issue. This publication sparked my curiosity in clean beauty and
learning more about the products I use. It was preaching to the choir for me personally, but it still
helped to broaden my understanding of what to prevent and why, and to deepen my caution
towards industrial beauty products. The FDA will not. The attempt to be chatty and informal falls flat,
and held me from acquiring the reportage very seriously. I am on the author's side, and appreciate
the place that muckracking and biased issue journalism can possess, but coupled with the cutesy
tone I found it unconvincing in its un-objectivity. EASILY was a skeptic of the fees against the
cosmetics market, I would remain so after reading this book. Though for people who are first
engaging in this issue of toxic PCPs, it is a bit of a harder read.! I'll mortgage it out to close friends
who are on the fence about going all-natural, but would not recommend it for skeptics. “Not Just a
Pretty Face” is a remarkable read and readers priceless as well as perhaps even existence saving
information regarding common, toxic and even lethal items found correct in their make-up luggage.!
We really need an independent firm to monitor cosmetics. Not as a reactionary "go all organic"
consumer but being able to make reasonable choices about products that function for her and
feasible alternatives that are less risky/carcinogenic.! Keep yourself well-informed with this reserve
and then take your understanding and lessen your exposure. I actually thought it was an extremely
great and informative book We thought it was a really great and informative publication. Interesting
facts on the subject of the personal care and beauty industry.! If you're worried about what could
be lurking in your cosmetics and skincare, this book can be an absolute must browse!! It's detailed,
beneficial, and a huge eyesight opener!This book attempts to become a Food, Inc of the beauty
industry, and while it is not quite, it nonetheless is an excellent start at calling attention to the
dangers of commercial cosmetics. . Stunning- you NEED to learn this! It reads more like a screed
than an expose, and will become rather rambling on the initial person anecdotes while amateur in its
presentation of broader issues. Therefore, I would suggest keeping a dictionary close and perhaps
doing a bit of research on the topic before hand. I recommend “Not Only a Pretty Encounter” in the
Learn More section of “Chapter 6: …and Trash the Rest: Detoxing for Longevity” in my new reserve, 
I do nothing like the cosmetics industry. In her book, “Not Just a Quite Face,” Stacy Malkan delves
deep into the cosmetic industry and discovers many toxic secrets.With that said, let me try and and
offer a constructive review.This is a book that proposes to expose the seedy underside of the
cosmetics industry. It is very readable and "user-friendly". I go through it from cover to cover in just a
few days and atlanta divorce attorneys chapter discovered/was repulsed by something brand-new.
a lot of information on chemicals and the wonder market that I wasn't alert to, like what is allowed
and what isn't and how aesthetic companies have different ingredients for the same product but in
other countries, based on what they enable. However, be aware that this is simply not an unbiased
perspective. The author has a definite perspective (which I eventually agree with) but nonetheless
increase some interesting and important issues that are worth further factor beyond the "preaching
to the choir" audience. It is a well crafted, entertaining read and encourages you to pause and
believe a moment without having to be overly preachy. Anyone worried for their health or their
children's health should read this book..We highly recommend this book. A must browse!. My wife is
now regularly visiting the database the writer and the affiliated business has set up and made self
informed choices about makeup, sunscreens and other cosmetics. It's about a lot more than just
make-up Eye opening Some typos but overall very informative. Good expose, but instead ham-
fisted "Not really a Pretty Face" can be an informative and readable expose of the dangerous
elements used by the business cosmetics industry in the US, and how the sector has resisted calls



to make their items safer.. a whole lot of info on chemicals and . I really like this book!. Great book!
Provided my biases I do encourage readers to check out the provided sources to determine for
themselves the veracity of the info (I did therefore and was convinced). So other countries have a
higher greener clean quality after that in america, kinda sad. But extremely informative I changed my
beauty product purchases to become cleaner and better for my pores and skin and health! “Not
Just a Pretty Face, ” Stacy Malkan delves deep in to the . Great book!. I really do nothing like the
petroleum sector and I certainly don't like the advertising industry. Interesting facts about the
personal care and attention and beauty industry. Five Stars area of the United Methodist Women
reading list this season excellent layperson's overview First i want to put my biases in advance.
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